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Cloud Enables It…

- **Trusted**: cloud provider has very good reputation
- **Unspoofable**: tightly controlled network
- **Knowledgeable**: aware of VM identity and configuration
- **Motivated**: helpful to tenants in security

This is not enough...

1. **What’s running on 192.168.0.1?**
2. **Image**: Spark, Firewalls…
3. **Interact** if identities comply with trust policy
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VM Image Name: Spark

VM Image Name: HDFS

Hash does not make much sense to third parties!
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An IaaS service composed by locked down VMs and authenticated storage for information about containers and images

• Attest containers to its source manifest
• Compatible with existing applications
• Rich policy for what should be trusted
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**Image Statement:**
Image ID, source repo

**Endorsed Properties:**
e.g. Scanned by Anti-virus software
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Service at 192.168.0.1:5000 has property “Inspected by SWAMP” (P)

V assigns port range 5000-5100 to container C

C runs image A

A is built from source S

S is endorsed with P

VM V owns 192.168.0.1, and V is TapCon VM
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Container Boot Time</th>
<th>First Query Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>488ms (+-40ms)</td>
<td>9.6ms (+-0.3ms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TapCon MySQL</td>
<td>497ms (+-49ms)</td>
<td>20.6ms (+-1.2ms)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IaaS: Openstack kilo+ Kvm  
OS: Ubuntu 14.04  
CPU: Intel E5-2630, 16 cores  
Memory: 128GB  
Network: 2x10GbE
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• Social trust is not programmable
• TapCon provides a trusted framework that connects source to containers, which gives clients more flexibility and possibilities in validating trustworthy of remote services
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• IaaS provider serves a unique role
  • Attestation is only one example. What else can IaaS help to secure trust for a tenant service?
  • Incorporate hardware trust (e.g. SGX)?

• Limitation of logic trust?
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• Cryptography: [Gentry’09], [Dijk’10], [Parno’13]
• Information Flow Control: [Andrew’97], [Zeldovich’06], [Maxwell’07]
• Restricted Functionalities: [Miklas’09], [Roy’10]
• Attestation & Access Control: [Garfinkel’03], [Sirer’11], [Baumann’14],[Hunt’16]
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- IPv4 + Ports
- IPv6 (every container has an unique IP)
- Kubernetes Trireme
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• Scanned by security tools can enhance assurance of code
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• IaaS provider is trusted
• Service owners are careless, or even malicious
  ✦ they may accidentally run code with known vulnerabilities
  ✦ they may change the security settings at any time
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- Attested VM
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